
Angel 

You will need: 
□ A toilet roll (or kitchen roll inner cut in half) 
□ Skin coloured paper 
□ White paper 
□ Wool or string 
□ Thin Ribbon 
□ Pipe cleaner or aluminium foil 
□ White card 
□ Glue 
□ Sellotape 
□ Coloured pens 
□ Scissors  
 
What to do: 
1. Place the end of the toilet roll onto the skin coloured paper.  Draw around it to make 

a circle.  Now draw a larger circle around that.  Carefully cut out the large circle then 
cut lots of times from the outside to the inner circle so the outside folds more easily.   

2. Place this cut circle on the top of the toilet roll and glue into place by gluing the cut 
tabs onto the roll so that your angel doesn’t have a hole on the top of her head! (if 
you have trouble getting it to stick put an elastic band around the tube over the tabs 
until the glue dries) 

3. Cut out a rectangle of skin coloured paper about 4cm by 16cm depending on how fat 
your roll is. 

4. Glue this over the tabs and around the tube to form the face. 
5. Cut out a rectangle of white paper about 8cm by 16cm again depending on how big 

your tube is. 
6. Glue this around the bottom of the tube to form the dress. 
7. Cut about 8 or 9 strips of wool 16 cm long. 
8. Glue over the top of the head and down the side of the face to make the hair. 
9. Tie a thin piece of ribbon around the top of the head to form a head band. 
10. Use your coloured pens to draw eyes and mouth etc. 
11. Use a pipe cleaner to make a round lollipop shape with a stick. 
12. Secure to the back of the angel with sellotape and bend the circle forward to form a 

halo. 
13. If you haven’t got a pipe cleaner then roll up some foil into a long strip.  Wrap it 

around your glue stick to make a circle and twist together the ends to form the stick.  
Secure with tape at the back of the angel then bend the circle part down to make a 
halo. 

14. Fold your white card in half and lie your angel down onto the card with the fold 
matching the centre of the angel’s head and body.  Draw your wing shape, whatever 
size you think looks good.  Keep the card folded and cut along the line you have 
drawn that way both sides of your wings will be the same on both sides.   

15. Open up the card and stick to the back of your angel, this will help cover the tape 
and the ends of the ribbon. 

16. You can decorate your angel further if you want to. 


